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PER CURIAM:*

Chaney Phillips appeals the June 29, 2000, denial of his motion to

quash/discharge the writ of garnishment issued by the district court.  In a

garnishment proceeding in the criminal action, the Government sought execution of

a criminal judgment ordering Phillips to pay restitution under the Mandatory

Victims’ Restitution Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3664.  That garnishment proceeding was
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consolidated in June 1999 with In re Succession of Hornsby, in which the

Government sought to void as fraudulent Phillips’ transfer of his interest in the

succession to his sons.  The Government seeks to act under the authority of the

Federal Debt Collection Procedure Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 3001-3008, in its attempts to

execute the garnishment judgment and to void the succession transfer.  Phillips

contends that neither the FDCPA nor the MSVA authorizes the Government to act

on behalf of a private entity in executing a criminal judgment ordering restitution.  

We lack jurisdiction to entertain the merits of this appeal which presents an

issue of first impression in this circuit, specifically, whether the postjudgment

motion to discharge/quash a writ of garnishment is a final or otherwise appealable

judgment.  We cannot and do not resolve this issue because the underlying

consolidation of the garnishment and succession proceedings defeats the finality

requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 1291.  The motion to consolidate the actions was

granted without reasons and, it is presumed, for “all purposes.”1  When two separate

actions are consolidated “‘for all purposes,’” a postconsolidation single judgment or

order that disposes of the claims in one of the originally separate suits, but not in the

other, must comply with Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b).2  Rule 54(b) certification was not

sought in the district court.  We therefore must dismiss the appeal for lack of

jurisdiction. 
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APPEAL DISMISSED.


